MADE IN
FRANCE

FLEXIBLE CUBICLES
Innovation for the welfare
of your animals

A new generation of cubicles
SPEED France has a complete offering of flexible
cubicles, adaptable to any farm and to any herd size.
Thanks to our know-how and our technology, we manufacture
our cubicles in many sizes, shapes and colours, adaptable for
single or double rows.

Neck Cable

Cubicle

Attachment systems

& a cutting-edge technology
SpeedFlex® is the result of many years of research and
development, the full sized cubicles ensure a maximum of
comfort and safety for the animal.
The unique structure of our cubicle offers a unique compromise
between rigidity and flexibility.

Core
Flexibility,
shape memory

Outer Skin
Rigidity, stability

SPEED France aims for a continuous improvement of
performance and quality, without compromising strength.
Our products are tested on a regular basis in pilot farms.

We work in collaboration with research institutes such
as the INRAE and the Veterinary School of Lyon.

Why

• Supple enough to provide a maximum of comfort.
• Rigid enough to keep the animal in the stall.

Your animals lie down
easily, your animals feel
better
More comfort, no harmful static
energy buildup, no pressure
points on the animals
Reduces injuries and vet costs
Full sized for increased stability
and shape memory return
Optimise your farm

+
When your cow
is less stressed

+
has fewer
injuries

=

remains lying
down for longer

your cow
produces more!

The
neck cable
This cable molds itself to the shape of the cow’s neck, avoiding
injuries when standing up.
The SpeedFlex® neck cable works perfectly with
existing steel cubicles.

This again improves
the cow’s comfort and
reduces their stress
levels.

at the trough
The SpeedFlex® Cubicle at the trough reduces competition
for food access.
The flexibility of the cubicle reduces injuries and stress in
busy areas!

With a step
included the
cleaning frequency
of the manure
scraper is increased
and the barn is cleaner!

+
A cleaner
barn

+

Cows that are
less stressed

Better access
to food

=
Increased
production !

Flexible cubicles, with very strict
specifications

cutting-edge production process
SpeedFlex® cubicles are manufactured according to strict
specifications defined by our R&D department.
We use the most recent production process, in line with all
current regulations.

speed’s quality commitment
From the selection of the raw materials to the postproduction
quality test, every step is taken with the greatest of care, the
entire company is engaged to ensure the highest quality.
SPEED France quality checks the individual cubicle during and
after production to ensure that each and every one meets our
rigorous standards.

industrial traceability
Each cubicle has a unique serial number. Traceability from
production to end-user is guaranteed.

Each SpeedFlex® cubicle is covered
by the SPEED France warranty.

Located near Lyon, France, SPEED France the expert
and world leader in synthetic monofilament extrusion for
trimmer lines remains a company on a human scale. We
have more than 40 years of expertise in extrusion and
manufacturing.
In 2020, SPEED France contributing to animal welfare,
integrated into its portfolio the flexible cubicle
manufacturing business for dairy cows.
SPEED France is a skilful and motivated team dedicated
to you!

SPEED FRANCE SAS
53 rue de chavanne
69400 Arnas – FRANCE
+33(0) 4 74 68 60 42
www.speedgroupe.com
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